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In their paper, Tanov and Tabiei presented two mic
mechanics-based models to evaluate the elastic moduli of wo
fabric reinforced composites. After going through their numeri
examples shown in the paper, the present reader has a s
feeling that the accuracy and hence the efficiency of their mo
is suspect.

The fabric investigated by Tanov and Tabiei is schematica
shown in Fig. 1, whereaf and aw are the fill and warp yarn
widths, andgf andgw are the inter-yarn gaps between the fill a
warp yarns. After the fabric is impregnated with a polymer matr
the areas in between the inter-yarn gaps have no reinforcem
Namely, they become pure matrix regions in the woven comp
ite. Apparently, these pure matrix regions can significantly red
the overall stiffness and strength of the woven composite.
amount of reduction depends on the gap-yarn ratiosgf /af and
gw /aw . It has been shown by this author~see@1#! that when the
gap-yarn ratiog/a ~supposinggf /af5gw /aw5g/a! is only 4%, a
reduction of as high as 22% in the in-plane elongation modu
can be recognized. The larger the gap-yarn ratio, the lower
in-plane modulus of the resulting woven composite. Therefore
order to achieve as high a mechanical performance as poss
the woven composites have been generally fabricated with
small ~if not zero! inter-yarn gaps as possible.

However, the three examples of woven fabric reinforced ep
~with modulus between 3.45 to 4.51 GPa! matrix composites in-
vestigated by Tanov and Tabiei were all assumed to have
large gap-yarn ratios~using the term of Ref.@2#, the gap-yarn ratio
was given by (12Vy)/Vy , see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 of Ref.@2#!,
being 85.7%, 284.6%, and 72.4%, respectively. From the in
data of the yarns, epoxy matrices, and the yarn volume fract
provided in Ref.@2#, we can easily estimate the maximum po
sible in-plane moduli for the three woven composites without a
inter-yarn gaps, which are given by those of the correspond
cross-plied laminates@0 deg/90 deg#. The estimation for the prop
erties of the unidirectional~0 deg! lamina is made based on th
bridging micromechanics model~Ref. @3#, with bridging param-
etersb50.35 anda50.45! by assuming that it is fabricated from
the yarn~fiber! and the matrix with the given yarn~fiber! volume
fraction. The classical lamination theory is then applied to obt
Copyright © 2Journal of Applied Mechanics
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the in-plane modulus of the cross-plied laminate. The maxim
possible in-plane moduli for the three woven composites thus
tained are: 18.21 GPa, 11.77 GPa, and 45.1 GPa, respective
light of the fact reported in Ref.@1# that a 50% gap-yarn ratio
would cause nearly 300% reduction in the in-plane modulus o
woven composite, the predicted moduli of the woven compos
with the aforementioned very large gap-yarn ratios, i.e., 17
GPa, 11.86 GPa, and 45.08 GPa from Tanov and Tabiei’s four-
model, or 18.21 GPa, 11.93 GPa, and 45.17 GPa from their sin
cell model, would be hardly possible.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of a plain woven fabric
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It is with great embarrassment and humiliation that we wr
these lines. We, the authors of the above paper, do strongly
lieve that truth is born through doubt and dispute. However,
were very disappointed to read the ‘‘Discussion of ‘Computatio
ally Efficient Micromechanical Models for Woven Fabric Com
posite Elastic Moduli by R. Tanov and A. Tabiei~J. Appl. Mech.,
68, pp. 553–560, 2001!’ ’’ by Zheng-Ming Huang. We do not
believe that raising trivial questions in front of a large audience
the readers of this journal would contribute in any way to scie
in general, and computational mechanics in particular. We th
that the normal and less embarrassing for both sides way to
dress such issues is through personal communication, but s
this did not happen we see these lines as our only opportunit
defend our work. As much as we want to say, replying to
above discussion, we will limit our response to only pointing t
answers to the questions therein raised. We apologize for tryin
explain what we think is obvious and trivial and what the rea
might have already deduced if reading the referenced lines.

In his writing Huang is questioning the accuracy and theref
the applicability of our work on composites micromechanics, p

1Presently at IMMI, Westfield, IN.
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lished in this journal. Needless to say, in developing this work
ourselves have gone through a long and rigorous process of q
tioning, testing, and comparing, to get enough confidence in
presented approaches and their assumptions and formulation
illustrate that, we have compared our results to previously p
lished data from theoretical, finite element, and experimental s
ies. However, the author of the above discussion felt that the
presented in our work is ‘‘hardly possible’’ based on his notio
for woven composites. He has tried to illustrate his point by fi
using a micromechanics-based homogenization scheme to d
mine the values of the moduli presented by us. The values he
come up with, come within a reasonable proximity to our resu
However, after determining these values, he further referenc
woven composite ‘‘parameter,’’ which he calls ‘‘gap-yarn ratio
and based on which he claims that the above calculated mo
should additionally undergo a ‘‘nearly 300% reduction.’’ If th
reader is to read Ref.@1# of his discussion he would immediatel
recognize that what is referenced there as ‘‘gap-yarn ratio’’ is j
a different way of expressing the composite yarn volume fracti
the ratio of the volume of the yarns to the volume of the ent
composite layer. By homogenizing the composite constitu
yarns and matrix in his initial calculations Huang has alrea
taken into consideration this ratio. In this process he, as m
micromechanical approaches including ours do, has arrived
fictitious continuous and homogeneous composite layer. The c
tinuity and homogeneity of this layer would, of course, imply n
gaps within it, whatsoever. However, Huang has failed to rec
nize that by claiming that due to gaps in the initial yarn period
arrangement the properties should further be significantly redu
At this point of the analysis, after the homogenization is comple
there is no yarn, no matrix, no gaps, but only one continuous
homogeneous layer, which, to repeat yet again, excludes the p
ence of any gaps. These gaps, used as basis for Huang’s susp
our work, make his claims incorrect and ungrounded. Anot
proof of which is that he failed to determine any definite value
the parameters he states as inaccurate apart from that ‘‘ne
300% reduction,’’ which even from a strictly arithmetical point o
view makes no sense whatsoever.

We would hereby like to thank the Editor of theJournal of
Applied Mechanicsfor the provided opportunity to defend ou
work. And finally, we would like to again express our confiden
in the methods in subject that we have previously developed
published.
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